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The risks from climate change to sovereign debt in Europe
LECTURE ABSTRACT
The exposure of European Union sovereigns to climate risks can be acute, from extreme weather, or
chronic, from the productivity effects of gradual temperature increase, increased sea levels and the
transition to a low- carbon economy that results in repricing of assets. Climate-related innovations can
also spur growth. These risks are priced by investors and can affect sovereign credit ratings.
Governments and fiscal stability authorities have an interest in the sovereign-debt implications of
climate change being transparent. To this end, I look at the exposure of EU sovereigns to climate risks,
study international best practices, and describe the transmission channels from climate change to
public finance. To stress testing of debt dynamics we need to link regional climate scenarios and country
debt dynamics. I argue for the adoption of an architecture of narrative climate scenarios, to guide
national policymaking. Narrative Scenarios can be generated using integrated assessment models. I will
apply two prominent models to generate rough bounds on the extent of the risk for Italian debt from
climate change. This raises issues about the models used. Coordination by EU institutions to develop
regional scenarios will ensure acceptability, raise ambitions in dealing with climate risks and encourage
the fiscal authorities to think of solutions. A network for climate-proofing public finance will bring
together EU and member-state institutions.
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